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I, INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Object and~ 
The object of this investigation is the development of a systematic 
nlli~erical procedure for determining the displacements) strains) and stresses 
within a plane contirJ.-x$l i-lherein certain regions have beerl strained beyond an 
elastic yield limit" Such a procedure should make possible the observation 
of the development of the stress and strain patterns around regions of high 
stress intensity, such as regions around notches) holes) and points of con-
centrated loads. 
The procedure is restricted to plane) static problems; and the 
example problems are further restricted to plane strain conditions. The pro-
cedure itself is applicable to plane stress problems if the relations betvleen 
stress and strain for plane stress conditions are substituted for those of 
plane strain. The rraterial of the continuum is considered to be isotropic 
and elastic-perfectly-plastic and the problems are solved for continuously 
increasing external loads. Unloading from a plastically strained state is 
not considered, 
The numerical procedure is essentially a relaxation technique 
applied to a discrete physical model composed of suitably arranged stress 
points and mass points 0 Plastic yielding and flow in the solid is charac-
terized by the corresponding yielding and flow of the stress points of the 
model 0 Introduction of the discrete model reduces the problem of the 
continuum with an infinite nQ~ber of degrees of freedom to a problem in 
particle mechanics with a finite number of degrees of freedom.. The pri.mary 
advantage of such a technique is that it makes possible the solution of 
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problems not tractable by ordinary mathemat~cal analysis) particularly 
problems involving partial loadings and complicated boundary conditions. The 
basic disadvantage of the discrete model approach is its very finiteness--
stresses and displacements are defined only at a finite number of points. 
Hence frequently the finite model can furnish only a rough quantitative 
measure of the true but unkno\{n solution in the continuum. To gain some notion 
of the accuracy of the model used in this investigation) a problem in plane 
elasticity for which there is an analytic solution is solved by using the 
model and the results compared to the analytic solution. 
Once the level of external loading has been raised to a sufficiently 
high level) the more highly stressed regions of the continuum begin to yield) 
or flow plastically. The initiation of yielding is determined by the Mises-
. Hencky yield criterion, Thereafter) yielded regions are assQ~ed to obey the 
plastic stress-strain relations postulated by the Prandtl-Reuss theory. Two 
examples of problems vlherein plastic flow has taken place over a finite region 
are included to demonstrate the application of the numerical procedure. 
The entire procedure for handling plane problems of contained 
plastic flow in elastic-perfectly-plastic continua has been coded for use on 
the TBlVI 7090 digital computer. Only the two nQrnerical solutions mentioned 
above are included in the thesis; an extensive investigation of the various 
problems of interest in contained plastic flow falls outside the scope of 
this work. 
1.2 Historical Notes 
This brief review of the literature is by no means intended to be 
complete. Only a few of the more Lrnportant publications related to the present 
study are discussed. Several of these references (6)) (8)., (15).~ (22)1 contain 
1 NQrnbers in parentheses refer to corresponding entries in the Bibliography. 
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extensi.ve bi.bliographi.es or footnotes through whi.ch more detai.led access to 
the literature may be obtained. 
The i.dea of re:placJ..rrg plane elastic continua with discrete models 
began to attract researchers: interest in the early 1940 I s--about the same 
time that Southwell (19) (20) developed efficient and practical relaxational 
techniques for the solution of highly complex sy-steInsc It is not at all sur-
pri.s i.ng that the develcpmen t of fini.te models should have avla i ted more 
efficient methods of computati.on; since by their very nature solutions de-
termined with the use of models invo.lve syste::ns -with a large nlLrnber of 
simultaneous equations, Fuennikoff (10) and McHenry (13) were perhaps among 
the earliest of those vlho introduced Bframeworks ll or Hlattice analogies!! to 
solve problems in plane elasticity 0 Using hexagonal and square patterns as 
the basi.c module in tl:.e di.screte model, Austin (3) and Iauphi.n (5) made 
informative comparisons of the model solution to the exact analytic solution 
for several problems in plane elasticity 0 Newmark (15) gives a good di.scus-
sion of the use of models in several areas of structural analysis 0 
More recently; there has been a renewed interest in the development 
of models; this 1.s partly prompted by more efficient computational devi.ces 0 
The advent of high-speed digital computers has induced many analysts to seek 
discrete models suitable for digital computation 0 The work of Clough (4) 
aEd Gaus (7) is typical of the model approach now beL'1.g adopted in order to 
solve continuU!ll problems on computers, It is interesting to note that none 
of the writers above rn2.ke any mention of attempts to extend their models 
beyond the elasti.c range 0 Schnobrich (18) has indi.ca ted that considera tions 
for future extension into plastic behavi.ori.nfluenced the selection of his 
model, though his work presents only elastic results. 
The scientifi~ study of the theory of plasticity seems to be much 
older than any seri.ous study of fi.ni te models) for it extends back at lea st 
-4-· 
to Coulomb and hi.s study of yi.elding in soils :i.n 1773 c Any number of readable 
texts in the elementary theoYJ 18\ (0\ :16' (17' \. )., ./ ), \. ) ) . j are available) though the 
presentation here follo-v.7s most closely that in Prager and Hodge (17) and 
. \ Hoffman and Sachs 19)o The only successful n~merical solutions of problems 
in contained plastic flOl-l l=novln to the author are those presented by. Allen 
aDQ~ South-Yell (l ') ~ YlQ'" T,.., 00-0~ (ll \ ... .!._ W __ __ I c....:.._ L Co....... U . _) C' Thei.r solutions are obtained by a rather 
tedious manual relaxation technique itlhich yields values of the stress function 
from vrhich the stresses are computed 0 
In summary then, it appears that both the theory of plasticity and 
the theory of models have attracted the efforts of able researchers) though 
there have been few) if any) attempts to apply the theory directly to a 
dj.s cret.e model. Accordi.ngly ) it is the purpose of this investigation to 
develop a DU:..'TI.erical procedure for solvi.ng problems of contained plastic flow 
with the use of a discrete modelo 
103 Notation 
The following notation has been adopted for use in this thesis. 
x direction of axis 
y direction of axis 
z direction of axis (perpendicular to the plane of analysis) 
u di.splacement in x directi.on 
v displacement in y direction 
displacement in horizontal direction 
displacement in vertical direction 
E Young!s modulus 
v Poisson!s ratio 
G E shear modulus = 2(1+v) 
-5-
.K bulk modulus E 3f.1-2V) 
k yield stress in simple shear 
T S total stress tensor 
SS spherical stress tensor 
D S 
s 
s 
x 
s y 
s 
z 
e 
e 
x 
e y 
e 
z 
s3 
deviator stress tensor 
total strain tensor 
spherical strain tensor 
deviator strain te~sor 
1 
mean normal stress = -3 (0 + a + u ) 
x y z 
normal component of SD in x direction u - s 
x 
normal component of SD in y direction 
normal component of SD in z direction 
a 
(] 
y 
z 
- s 
- s 
normal strain 1 (E E ) mean 
= 3 + E + X Y z 
normal component of ED in x direction E - e 
x 
normal component of "PoD in y direction E - e oW y 
normal component of ED in z direction E - e 
z 
principal normal component of stress deviation 
principal normal ccmponent of stress deviation 
principal normal canponent of stress deviation 
principal normal component of strain deviation 
principal normal component of strain deviation 
principal normal component of strain deviation 
first invariant sl + s2 + s3 
1 2 2 2 
second invariant 
- 2 (sl + s2 + s3) 
third invariant 1 ( s3 s3 + s3) = + 3 . 1 2 3 
ul -
u2 -
(J3 -
El -
E2 -
E.-;z. -e 
../ 
W work performed by stresses during a plastic distortion 
s 
s 
s 
e 
e 
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Faxial force component at a stress point 
S shear force component at a stress point 
X body force per unit volume 
Y body force per unit volume 
I moment of inertia of a unit width of the reinforcing frame 
A cross-sectional area of a lli'lit width of the reinforcing frame 
a element of the total stress tensor 
x 
a element of the total stress tensor y 
a element of the total stress tensor 
z 
"A'Y element of the total stress tensor 
~ element of the total stress tensor 
"xz 
'T yz 
E 
X 
E 
Y 
1 'V 
'2 I xy 
!; 
2 xz 
E 3 
element of the total stress tensor 
principal normal stress 
principal normal stress 
principal normal stress 
element of the total strain tensor 
element of the total strain tensor 
element of the total strain tensor 
element of the total strain tensor 
element of the total strain tensor 
element of the total strain tensor 
principal normal strain 
principal normal strain 
principal normal strain 
factor of proportionality between stress and strain rate) 
horizontal or vertical distance between mass points 
5 distance along x OT y axis betl.,reen mass points 
Gel level of external load at which first yielding begins 
f flexibility coefficient 
P concentrated external load 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
201 Criteria for Selectiorr of a Model 
Historically) t~ere have been at least two di.stinct criteria for 
selecting a firrite mechanical model to replace a continUllili. Hrennikoff (10) 
and Clough (4) both denand equality of deformation between model and continuQm 
under sLmilar loading conditions, It is interesting in this regard to quote 
F..rennikoff (10). 
It is nO"i-! possible to forrrmlate the basic principle 
governing determination of the framei--lork pattern. The 
necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence of 
infinitesiw..al framework and solid material is equality 
in deformabili ty of the tl'lO ... 
Hrennikoff1sapplication of this criterion is questionable, since several of 'his 
simple framework patterns deform as does the continuum only if Poisson:s ratio 
has the value 1/3. Michell (14) shows, however, that at least for simply 
connected regions the values of the elastic constants do not affect the compu-
tation of the stresses if the boundary conditions are specified by loading 
conditions rather than by displacement conditions. Nevertheless, any criterion 
which restricts the value of a material constant to a specific value cannot 
be completely satisfactory, for treatment of the most general problems. 
A second criterion that is sometimes used in the selection of a 
model was mentioned by Newmark (15) and attempted by Gaus (7), and was 
explicitly proposed by Ang (2) in the development of the model which is used 
in this thesis. The criterion is that there be a mathematical consistency 
between the finite equations governing the behavior of the model and the dif-
ferential equations governing the behavior of the continuum. By this is meant 
that the equations for strains, stresses, equilibrium, and compatibility which 
are derived directly from the model should be the same as a set of finite 
difference equations of the corresponding differential relations governing the 
-8-
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continuum. If this rec;.ui.rement is met the reCJ.uirement of eCJ.ual deformability 
of a model and the corresponding conti.nuum. "l-1ill automatically be satisfied) 
and no restriction need be placed on tbe value of Poisson:s ratio or of any 
other elastic constanta 
2.2 Description of the Model 
The model used in this investigation possesses all the requirements 
of the second criterion cited above. The essential characteristics of the 
model are shown in Fig. 1) vlherein a square grid has been superposed on the 
conti.nULLrna The mas s of the continuum iB concentrated at the intersections 
of the grid lines. Each of the mass points is connected through stress points 
to the neighboring mass points. Three components of stresses and strains are 
defined at each stress point (tvo perpendi.cular axial components and a shear 
component). Displacements in the continuLLm are defined only at the mass 
points vlhile stresses and strains are defined only at the stress points 0 
Modifi.cations of the model to include a stiffened rectangular opening are also 
shown in Fig. 1. 
There are tvo irnportant advantages of the model configuration 
described above. First) all elements of the strain tensor and the stress 
tensor are defined at the same poi.nt. ThiB is an important characteristic 
of the model; especially in extending its use to problems of plasticity. 
Second) horizontal and vertical boundaries of the model contain only mass 
points. Thus boundary conditions given in terms of either external tractions 
acting on the mass points or prescribed displacements of these mass points 
can be applied with eCJ.ual ease. 
~lO-· 
203 Eela tion of the l'·iodel to Fini.te Difference E.quations of the Continuum 
The material preseEted in this section follo-vls closely that given 
by Ang (2)0 For purposes of illustration the following notation is used. 
Superscript letters refer to stress point locations. Subscript letters x 
and y refer to the directions of the axeso Subscript Durrillers refer to mass 
point locations, Di.splacement components i.rl the x and y directions are given 
by u and v) respectively 0 Sign convention is that established by Timoshenko 
The components of the strains at a typical stress point !T a ;; are 
defined, with reference to Fig. 1, as follows: 
a u54~u43 
E 5 x 
a v53~v44 (1) E 5 Y 
a 
u
53
-u44 v54-v43 
Ixy 5 + 5 
These strains; which are derived directly from the model, are identical to 
the finite di.fference express ions for the differential strain-displacement 
relations of the classical theory for plane continua under small deformations: 
dU 
E ~ 
X ox 
dV 
E dy Y (2) 
Ixy 
dU dV 
dy + "dX 
The equation of equilibriQm, in the x direction, for a typical 
i.nterior mass point at II 43!i is (see Fi.go 2) 
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+ (8 b _ 8 d) + X5
2 
xy xy2 o 
-where X is the body force per unit volu..rne. The volu..rne of a parallelepiped 
of unit thickness and area ~2 52 is considered concentrated at each mass 2 
point. If the thickness of the model is taken as unity in the z direction) 
forces at the stress point Ila ll are obtained from the stresses as follows: 
Fa a 5 a 2 x x 
Fa a 5 (4 ) = 0 y Y 2 
8 a a 5 
= 'f xy Ai 2 
Using Eqs. (4) in Eq. (3)) the following equation of equilibrium) in terms 
of stresses) is obtained: 
a c b d 
0 - 0 'f - 'f 
X X xy xy 
+ X 0 5 + 5 
A similar equation is obtained in the y direction: 
b d a c 
0 
-
0 'f 
-
'f 
Y ;Z 
+ 
xy xy 
+ Y 0 5 5 
These equilibrium equations) (5a) and (5b), are identical to the 
finite difference expressions for the differential equations of equilibriu..rn 
governing the corresponding continuum: 
dO d'f 
~+.-EL + X dX dy. o (6a) 
o (6b) 
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The strains in the model "\{ill necessarily satisfy the compatibility 
relation} since strain cOllipatibility is essentially a requirement placed on 
the three components of strain in order to insure that the three strain 
components correspond to a physically· possible displacement configuration. 
The model deals directly I-ti th displacements, and the strains are defined 
directly in terms of these displacements. Hence) it can be expected that the 
strains derived fro::n. the displacements of the model vrill identically satisfY 
the compatibility condition. 
It is also possible to express the equations of equilibrium in terms 
of displacements. This is done belovr for a linearly elastic solid in plane 
strain. Similar relations exist for plane stress conditions. For this 
purpose it is necessary to express the three force components at the stress 
point Half in terms of displacements, as follows: 
Fa E [ (l-v) 
u 54 -u43 v 53~V44] 0 
(l+v) (l-2v) 0 + V r\ X c 
Fa E r; v 53-v44:. U 54-U43] 8 (7) C:++v) (l-2v) (l-v) + V -Y :'0 :' 0 2 
Eqs. (7) are essentially Hooket;s stress-strain relationships for plane strain. 
Substitution of these and s~~ilar relations for the forces originating at the 
other stress points intoEq. (3) results in the following equation of equi-
librium in the x direction) in terms of displacements: 
E [2(1-V) (l+V) (1-2v) 
+ X = 0 (8) 
A simi.lar e~uation exists for e~ui.li-brj_um in the y direction. Note that this 
equation is identically the same as a finite difference equation for the 
differential e~uation of equilibriwrr.? Eq. (9)." governing the continuu:.rn. 
o 
204 Boundary Conditions 
In general, boundary conditions (for either continua or discrete 
models) can be of t'·l0 types : either the forces acting along some boundary 
or the displacements on the boundary are prescribed. As pointed out earlier, 
either type of condition can be imposed on the model,A few examples are 
given below to indicate hovl boundary conditions are pres cribed for the model, 
For greater flexibility and ease in prograwming, an extra line of 
mass points has been included on each of the four sides of the rectangular 
model, as indicated in Fig. 1 by dotted lines. Thus if the continuum being 
simulated is to be ten ~ high and eight ~ wide (demanding a grid of eleven 
rows and nine columns), there will actually be thirteen rows and eleven 
columns in the complete description of the model. Suppose that the continuum 
is known to possess s~metry about a vertical axis through a column of mass 
points. The boundary condition on the right edge of the model (see Fig. 1) 
is specified as follows~ 
i 1,2,00') 6 (10) 
If an external load is to be applied to the top surface of the 
continu~m, the model will have equivalent concentrated loads applied at the 
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second row of lJ1BSS points) and the extra top ro-v! of mass points will be 
neglected completely. If it is desired to hold the base of the continUlll1 
fixed against displacement)· the bottom row of extra mass points is simply 
given a zero displacement. 
In problems for vlhich the model is being used to s imula te an 
infinite half-space) the problem of what boundary conditions to impose on 
the left-most colWill1 of extra mass points arises. For vertical loadings 
which are symmetric about the center line) it has been assQmed that the 
horizontal displacements of thi.s left-most colQTl1xl. are zero and that the 
vertical displacements of this left-most column of mass points will be e~ual 
to the vertical displacements of the column of mass points immediately to 
the right of this boundary column. When these vertical and horizontal motions 
are resolved into displacements in the x and y directions) the boundary con-
ditions become 
1 (ui2 v i2 ) u il 2 + 
i 1) 2) •• 0 ) 6 (11) 
1 (ui2 + vi2 ) v il 2 
r::::-.es e examples i.ndica te the manner in vlhich boundary conditions 
are pres:::::-::ei for the model. A variety of practically significant condi-
tions cs.::-. :::e :c:-:.cei ved., and several different sets of boundary conditions 
were act'c:.s.l::"~.· investigated during preparation of the numerical examples. An 
extens i ve treatment of the effect of various boundary. conditions on the s tres s 
and displacement patterns is beyond the scope of the present work. 
2.5 . Modi.fication of the Hodel to Include Interior Rectangular Openings 
An example of the adaptability of the model approach to structural 
analysis is given in the problem of determining the stress pattern within a 
-15-
plane solid around a rectangular opening) which opening mayor may not be 
reinforced, In the general case) it is supposed that the opening is 
reinforced" If the ope~ing is to be a cavity only) the modulus of elasticity 
of the reinforcing material is set equal to zero. 
The reinforce~ent) if any) in the continuQ~ is replaced in the model 
by a system of moment 2.::."lQ axial springs. As shown in Fig. 1) the moment 
springs are located at the ffiass points) and the axial springs span from mass 
point to mass point in either a vertical or a horizontal direction. By means 
of the moment springs) shear forces due to moments in the reinforcing continuum 
can be simulated; axial springs simulate the direct tensile or compressive 
forces in the reinforci~g continuum. Tensile forces in the axial springs are 
taken as positive. Sign convention for positive moments is basically dictated 
by the reQ..uirements for positive shears arising as a result of these moments, 
This sign convention is shown in Fig. 3. 
The vertical or horizontal shearing forces acting on each mass 
point (depending on whether the mass point is on a horizontal or vertical 
reinforcing section) respectively) can be calculated from the differences in 
the moments acting at three consecutive mass points. Until a moment spring 
begins to yield) the moment can be computed directly from the displacements 
(Fig. 4) as follows: 
(12) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the reinforcing material) modified 
for plane strain) and I is the moment of inertia of a unit width of reinforce-
ment. After a moment spring has reached its yield limit) it is assumed to 
hold the yield moment) even though the rotation of the section may increase 
considerably. 
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The vertical or horizon.tal axial forces acti.ng on each mass can be 
determined as the algebraic difference of the axial springs acting on each 
side of the mass poin.t. Un.til an axial spri.ng yi.elds, the force in a single 
axial spring can be corn.puted from the displacerrlents (Fig. 4) as follOl.Js ~ 
AE 
.J2'A 
where A is the cros s -s ectional area of the reinforcement, E is the modulus 
of elasticity of the reinforcing material, modified for plane strain con-
ditions. After an axial spring has reached its yield limit, it is assumed 
that the axial force maintains this yield level regardless of the values of 
the surrounding displacements. 
Once the horizontal and vertical forces acting on a mass point as 
a result of the reinforcement are determined, they are resolved into x and 
y components and handled in the same vray as the forces in the rest of the 
solid, 
It is evident that a mass point which lies on an interior opening 
will have forces acting on it that are different from the forces acting on 
a general interior mass point. It is also evident that the forces acting on 
mass points which lie on the opening vrill vary depending on whether the mass 
point is on the top, bottom, side) or corner of the opening. For this reason 
a set of operators has been developed which computes the forces acting on a 
mass point) given the location of the mass point. 
III. CONSTITuTIVE REL.liTIONS FROM THE TBEORY CF PERFECT PlJl~ST:ICITY 
3<1 General Remarks on the Theory and Its Limitations 
Any constitutive ~elationships of the theory of plasticity may be 
divided into the following three parts: 
(1) stress-strain relations for the elastic region, 
(2) yield criterion to define the initiation of yielding, 
(3) stress-strain relations for the plastic region. 
These three major divisions of the theory will be discussed in turn, after 
the associated assQmptions and liID_itations are listed and after a set of 
notation that will be useful in the discussion of the theory is introduced. 
There are three main assumptions underlying the theory of perfectly 
plastic material used ih this investi.gation 0 These can be stated as follows: 
(1) It is assQmed that the Mises -Henc}::y yield condition 
accurately determines the beginning of yield. General 
considerations of isotropy and syrrLmetry can furnish only 
the general form of the yield condition. Beyond this, 
any yield condition is a hypothesi.s which only tests can 
justify. 
(2) It is assQmed that there is no permanent volume change 0 This 
asslli~ption, justified on the basis of experimental evidence 
for metals, leads to the result that the plastic strain is 
equal to the plastic deviator strain. 
(3) During plastic flow J it is assumed that the deviator strain 
rate tensor is proportional to the instantaneous deviator 
stress. This is the familiar Prandtl-Reuss postulate. 
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In additi.on to these three main assumptions, i.t is possib.le to list several 
other restrictions on the theory ~ 
(4) The material llillSt be i.sotropice This condition i.s used 
in developi.rrg the general form of the yield condi.tion, 
(5) There is no vlOrk hardening; and the material fo.l1oHs the 
stress-strain di2gram of Fig. 5 'i\rhen subjected to simple 
tension or compressi.on. 
(6) No unloading occurs. Once a stress poirrt has yielded, it 
remains yielded lli~der successive increments of external 
load. 
(7) Time effects of loading, such as creep, are ignored. 
(8) Displacements are small so that the small defor!1lation 
theory of elasticity applies. 
3.2 Definitions and Notation 
The follovling definitions and notation are introduced for the 
purpose of describing the pertinent constitutive relationships used in this 
vlork. 
(J '[ 'r 
X xy xz 
Tensor T (14:\ Total Stress S "[ (J '[ 
xy y yz 
l' rr (J 
" xz yz z 
s o o 
Spherical Stress Tensor o s o 
o o s 
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s 
X 
Deviator Stress Tensor SD '"[ y;y 
'"[-
xz 
where 
normal stress 1 (0 s mean 3 x 
s normal x-component of SD 
x 
s normal y-compqnent :Jof SD y 
s == normal z-component of SD 
z 
With these notations) it is obvious that 
s + s + s 
x y z (J + ° + ° - 3s x y z 
'T '"[ 
xy xz 
s '"[ 
Y yz 
'"[ s yz z 
o ) + 0 y z 
0 
-
s 
x 
(J 
- s y 
(J 
-
s 
z 
o 
Principal normal stresses are designated by (1) (2) °3 0 
Principal normal components of the stress deviator are 
A completely similar notation exists for strains 0 
1 1 
E -I - , 
x 2 xy 2 xz 
Total Strain Tensor ET == ~I E !, 2 x:y Y 2 yz 
!I !I E 2 xz 2 yz z 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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e 
Spherical Strain Tensor ES 0 
0 
e 
x 
ED 1 Deviator Strain Tensor -i 2 xy 
1 
-)' 2 xz 
where 
mean normal strain 1 (E e 
- 3 + X 
e normal x-component of ED E 
x x 
e normal y-component of ED E y y 
e normal z-component of ED E 
z z 
Vlith these notations it is obvious that 
e + e + e 
x y z E + E + E - 3e x y z 
0 0 
e 0 
0 e 
!)' 1 
- )' 2 xy 2 xz 
l 
e =-)' 
Y 2 yz 
1 e 
-)' z 2 yz 
E ) E + 
Y z 
- e 
- e 
-
e 
o 
Principal normal strains are designated as El , E2 , E30 
Principal normal components of the strain deviator are 
E - e 3 
(24) 
(26) 
(28) 
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3.3 Elastic Stress-Strain Relations 
In the elastic range the relationship betveen the elements of the 
stress and strain tensors is assQ~ed to be that of Hookets law. It is con-
venient to express this linear relationship in terms of the elements of the 
deviator stress and deviator strain tensors as follows: 
where 
s 
x 
'r 
xy 
2Ge 
x 
G)' 
xy 
cr + G + a 
x y z 
G E 
K E 
s y 
1" 
xz 
2Ge y 
G)' 
xz 
3K( E + E + E ) 
X Y z 
ECls .. (32) can be: expressed ;more concisely as 
s 
z 
1" yz 
2Ge 
z 
G)' yz 
(32) 
(34) 
Note ~n2~ ~~s. (32) or EClS. (36) are not six independent relations, since 
addi tic:-. c: ~ + s + s = 0 gives an identity. y z Accordingly, ECl. (33) is 
needed tc g~ve a complete statement of Hookeis law. 
3.4 Yield Criterion 
A yield criterion can be defined as a condition defining the limit 
of elasticity under any possible combination of stresses (8). The following 
considerations of isotropy and s~~etry show what the general form of the 
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yi.e.1d criterion must be c The lvlises criterion is then presented and reduced 
for the plane strain condition. 
Since Hooke: s la'i-l is presu.med to be valid in the elastic range) the 
strain at the very first instant of plastic deformation is uniquely determined 
by the stresses. Thus for this very first occurence of plastic straining) 
the yield condition can. be vlri tten as a function of the stresses alone. 
f(o- ) CJ , 
X y' °z) Txy ) "xz; o 
Since the material is assQ~ed to be isotropic) the value of f must not change 
if the coordinate axes are rotated. In other words; f must be an invariant 
of the stress tensorc The form of f can be further restricted by noting that 
mere hydrostatic pressure does not produce appreciable plastic deformation in 
metals (8). Therefore f is restricted to be an invariant of the deviator 
stress tensor. 
Let the deviator stress tensor be referred to its principal axes. 
The following three linearly independent stress invariants are then chosen. 
J .1 ( 3 3 = 3" sl + 
Now any invariant of the deviator stress tensor can be expressed in terms 
of these three linearly independent stress invariants (17)0 But f is an 
invariant of the deviator stress tensor. Therefore it must be possible to 
express f from Eq. (37) in terms of J 2 and J3~ 
o (39) 
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The yield criterion which is used in this investigation is that 
of lvlises -Hencky and fol10l\;s the general form abo-ve: 
o (40 ) 
vihere k is the yield li~J.it in simple shear. Note that this criterion depends 
only on J 2 . For eQuivo1u.~il1al plane strain conditions) Eq. (40) reduces to 
a -a 2 
(x y) <+ 
2 
2 2 
'[ - k )::-1 o 
3.5 Plastic Stress-Strain Relations 
( 41) 
In order to relate stress and strain in a material which is sub-
mitted to plastic flow) it is convenient to express the strain tensor in 
terms of elastic and plastic components. Sin'gle primes will be used to denote 
an elastic component, and double primes will denote a plastic component. Dots 
vlill denote rate of change with respect to increment of external load. 
The essential nature of the relations between stress and strain 
during plastic flow is contained in assumptions (2) and (3) of section 3.1. 
The assumption that there is no permanent change of volume is expressed 
mathematically by Eq. (42). 
elT = o (42) 
This implies that the plastic strain deviation is identical to the plastic 
strain) or) 
e" ell = Eft y Z Z 
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AssUIEption (3) of section 3.1 states that during plastic flow the 
deviator strain rate tensor is proportional to the instantaneous deviator 
stress tensor. This is expressed mathematically by ECl. (44) below: 
2""'" lie AS 2Ge" AS 2Ge ti /\S 
x x y y "Z z 
GY II 
( 44) 
Gi' " AT GY II A.'r A.'r xy ):y xz }CZ yz yz 
\\There f... is a proportionality fa ctor 0 Egs. (44) are in ,the same form as 
the elastic stress-strain relations given in EqS·(32). 
The basic relationships which are assumed during plastic flow have 
noV! been presented. It is now necessary to apply these relations) along with 
the yield criterion ECl. (40) and the elastic relations of Eqs. (32) and (33) 
in order to develop the final relationships between the stress rates 
(incremental stresses); strain rates (incremental strains)) and the "instan-
taneous stresses. 
The plastic strain rates have been expressed in terms of stresses 
by Eqso (44). Similarly) the elastic strain rates are expressed in terms of 
stress rates by differentiating Eqs. (32) ~ 
2Ge' s 2Ge' s 2Ge' s 
x x y y z z 
Gi ' 
( 45) 
t Gy ,.... GY i i 
xy xy xz xz yz yz 
Combining the elastic and plastic strain rates gives the total strain rate. 
2Ge 2Ge' + 2Ge" s + AS x x x x x 
2Ge 2Ge' + 2Ge!l s + AS 
Y Y Y Y Y 
2Ge 2Ge' + 2Ge IJ s + AS z z z z z 
GY Gl , + Gl " 1" + A.'r ( 46) xy xy xy xy xy 
GY GY I + Gj " i + kr xz xz xz xz xz 
Gl GY T + GY I: 1" + A1" yz yz yz yz yz 
\ 
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Note that these relations apply only during plastic flow, i.e.) when 
T 
':"'2 and o 
In order to eliminate the proportionality factor A from E~s. (46), 
it is convenient to introduce the notation 
W = s e + s e + s e 
x x y ~ z z + ~ 1 + T 1 + ~ 1 x-y xy xz xz yz yz (48) 
v/here W may be interpreted as the rate at vlhich stresses do vlOrk during a 
change of shape and to note that 
s s + s s + s s + 2T ~ + 2T i + 2T i 
x x y y Z Z Ay xy XZ xz yz yz 
By multiplying the first three of E~so (46) by s , s , s and the last three 
x y z 
of E~s. (46) by 2Txy) 2T
xz
' 2~yz) respectively) and adding, there results 
As2 As2 2 s s + + s s + + s s + AS 2GW 
x x x y y y z z z 
+ 2~ i 2A~ 2 + 2~ i + 2A~ 
2 
+ 2~ i 2AT 2 + + xy xy xy xz xz xz yz yz yz 
J 2 + 
A( 2 2 2 2T 2 2T 2 2T 2) ,s + S + s + + + 
x y z xy xz yz 
(50) 
But during plastic flow, 
J 2 k
2 
and J 2 0 
Hence) 
2GW = 2)\.k2 
and, 
A GW 
k2 
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Substituting this value of ~ into Eqs. (46), it is possible to 
solve for the deviator stress rates, which gives the following: 
s 2G(e H s ) G()' H '[ ) - ? 1" ? X x 21;:~ x xy xy k~ xy 
2G(e ~'r s ) i G(j W 'I ) S -
k2 Y 
\ ~- ? Y xz xz xz ::; 2k~ 
2G(E~ \tT s ) G()' V1 1"yz) s 2k2 
'[ 
-
k2 z \ z z yz ' yz 
To obtain the total stress rates it is necessary to add the deviator 
stress rates from Eqs. (53) to the spherical stress rate vthich can be obtained 
by differentiatingEq. (33): 
s = 3Ke (54) 
E (53) and (54' : Adding· qs. ) results in the total stress rates, as follows~ 
i =G(l - ~ '[ ) 
xy xy k2 xy 
. W 
i =G(i - - 1" ) 
xz xz 2 xz k 
6 =s +s=2G(e - ~ s )+3Ke 
y y y 2k2 Y 
vi i =G(l - -- '[ ) yz yz 2 yz k 
6 =s +s=2G(e - W2 s )+3Ke z Z z 2k z 
Eqs. (55) give the desired relationships between the stress rates, strain 
rates, and instantaneous stresses. 
).6 An Incremental Form of the Plasticity Relations for Application to 
the Model 
In general, the application of the plasticity relations to the model 
is closely associated with the three stages of material behavior presented in 
sections 3.) through ).5. The applications of Hooke's law and the Mises-Hencky 
yield criterion to the model are straightforward, since the strains can be 
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computed from the displace~ents by relations similar to Eqs. (1) and the 
stresses (or forces) at a stress point can be computed directly from the 
displacements by relations similar to Eqs c (7) e Accordingly) the discussion 
-which f'ollo'i,rs is concerned viith the development of an incremental form of the 
Prandtl-Reuss relations for application to the model. 
Eqs. (55) are first reduced to an incremental forme Note that for 
plane problems the nQ~ber of relations is reduced from six to three. 
Therefore) 
~a ~s + 6 s 
x x 
~!J 
Y 
~T 
xy 
~s + 6s 
Y 
( ~W, G 6; - - T ) 
xy k 2 xy 
For" plane strain conditions) Eqso (53) are reduced to 
6s 2G(~e ~w s ) 
x x - 2k2 Xl 
6s y 2G(~e y 
'~w 
- -- s ) 
2k2 yl 
6W 1" ) 
k 2 xy' 
and Eq. (54) becomes 
6s 3K.6e K(~E + D.E ) X y' 
The incremental W becomes 
But 
~W = s ~e + s ~e + s 6e + T 6; 
x x y y z z xy xy 
s 
z 
Where) for plane strain) 
(56) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(J =- v (O' + 0 '\ 
z "x y' 
nd during plastic flm,[ 
oence) 
v = 1/2 
s 
z 
s 
x 
s 
Y 
e 
x 
6e 
x 
e y 
6e y 
(j 
x 
a 
y 
E 
X 
26E 
E y 
1 I 
3 \0 x 
1 
(0 3 y 
1 I 
3 ~E X 
- 6E 
X y 
3 
1 (E 3 x 
) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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0 +0 
~l 0 y 02 ' 
0 +0 
~) 0- + 
x 2 
2E -E 
') X Y E y' 3 
2E -E 
E ) Y X 3 y 
o +0 
X y) 
2 . 
0 -0 
x y 
2 
0 -(j y_o X 
2 
(61) 
(62) 
o 
-s 
x 
(64) 
3ubstituting these ':c._~o ... .:.:2S: E:;so (64)) into Eq. (59) yields an incremental 6W, 
-rhich reads, 
6W (65) 
]sing the expressions for 6W, 6e , and s from Eqs. (64) and (65) in Eq. (56)) 
x x 
~o- becomes 
x 
- :: .. - ~ 
--
~0 
x 
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[ 
~E - ~E 
. X Y 
2G -' ) 
1 (0 - U )(~E - ~E ) + ~~! 0 - a ] 
2 x y x y ,xy xy ( x 2 y) 
2k2 
+ K(~E + ~E ) 
X Y 
Collecting tenms gives 
[ 4G +3 3K ~a = ~E X X 
Similar expressions are ottained for ~a and ~~ ) as follows: y xy 
[ -G a - a Y)] [ G a - a ~T = ~E -~ ( X + ~E -~ ( X xy x k2 xy 2 Y k 2 xy 2 
2 
+ ~! [G(l - TJ )] xy 
Y)] 
(66) 
(68) 
(69) 
These last three equations are the incremental relationships 'with 
vlhich the incremental stress components in a plastic region are computed. 
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These incremental stress components are added to the existing stress components 
at a stress point to ootain the total stresses acting at a yielded stress point. 
In order to compute the ~uantities ;DE ) DE ) D; which appear in 
x y xy 
E~s. (67) through (69), two sets of displacements corresponding to two con-
secutive load levels are required. One set of displacements is the set vhich 
is being generated for the current level of external load; the other set is 
that computed for the previous external load level. The ~uantities DE ) DE , 
X Y 
D; are computed as the differences in strains determined from these two sets 
xy 
of displacements. 
IV 0 SYSTEtY.tATIC PELAYJ..TION PROCEDURE FOR DETERlvIINING DISPLACELvIE..WTS 
~~en a problem in continuum mechanics is replaced by a correspond-
ing problem in partic~e mechanics involving a discrete model) the question 
of how to determine ~he e~uilibriQm displacements in the model arises. 
Perhaps the most obvious solution is to vlrite and solve the set of simultaneous 
linear algebraic equations (equations similar to Eq. (8)) for the un~~own 
displacement components u. and v. c Such an approach has significant dis-
l l 
advantages) hm.,rever. The preparation of the equations, whether it be done by 
hand or by an intricate program for the computer, involves a considerable 
amount of labor. In addition) even with machines as large as the IR~ 7090 
the numoer of equations ~Ylhich can be solved by the standard library subroutines 
is limited to about 150. And perhaps most important) the changes in the 
coefficients for the displacements resulting from yielding of one or more 
stress points are not at all easy to determine. 
A more flexible and practical approach to the problem is the 
relaxation procedure described below. Such an approach eliminates completely 
the preparation of simultaneous equations, and can handle a very large 
number of displacement components (of the order of several thousand)o~D 
additional advantage of the relaxation method is the physical meaning that 
can be attached to each step of the procedure. This is of considerable help 
in deteYW_ining plastic stresses and strains. 
4.2 The Relaxation Procedure 
The relaxation procedure used for determining the displacements 
can be graphically summarized by means of the flow diagram presented i.n Fig 0 6. 
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All mass points of the model are initially in equilioriQm with zero displace-
ments and no external load. The first increment of external load is then 
applied to the boundarj El2.SS points (or other specified mass points)) thus 
destyoying the equilibrium of the loaded mass points. The follmving opera-
tions are then perforrn.ed for each mass point of the model. 
The forces acting on a mass point are deterrnined as follOl,js. 
External forces acting on the mass poi.nt are given as a part of the loading 
pattern applied to the model. Internal forces) originating at the stress 
points., are determined uniquely in the elastic range from the displacements 
surrounding the stress points by equations similar to Eqs. (7). After a 
stress point has yielded) the force components at that stress point are 
determined both by the surrounding displacements and the past history of that 
particular stress point. Incremental plastic forces are determined from the 
incremental plastic stresses given by Eqso (67)) (68)) and (69). These 
incremental plastic forces are then added to the last set of equilibrium 
forces at the stress point to obtain the current total plastic forces acting 
at the yielded stress point. 
After the forces acting on a given mass point are determined) a 
summation of all the forces acting in the x direction is made. In general) 
this will result in a residual force which is an indication of the amount 
by which the mass point is out of equilibrium in the x direction. The mass 
point is then displaced through a small distance in the x direction equal 
to the product of the residual and a flexibility coefficient. 
Similar operations are performed for the y direction. This places 
the current mass point in equilibrium) though in general it will destroy the 
equiliorium of surrounding mass points by a small amount. The procedure is 
repeated for each mass point until every mass point has been moved once in 
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the x direction and once ;~ the y direction) thus completing one cycle of 
relaxa t ion. 
After every relaxation cycle) each mass point is inspected to 
determine if it is in equilibriUl!L If not) the re.laxa tion proces s is repeated 
until all mas s points are in eouilibri.uIE to within a prescribed allo-vrable 
error. Wnen all mass points are in equilibrium) then all the stress points 
, d"" . -". b ' - '(, . T- 1. • 1 ~ . , . E (41') are inspec-ce lor Yle.lQ:..ng y -che M1SeS-riencl'J! Yle Q crl""Cerlon) ,q. ',[ ,) and 
the yielded regions are recordedo All the displacements and stresses for the 
equilibrilli~ configuration just obtained are also recorded. If desired) the 
external load is given a neVI increment and the complete procedure is repeated 
for each load increment in order to trace the development of plastic yielding 
from one stress point to another, The following example demonstrates the 
manner in which the computations are performed. 
4.3 A Computational Example 
Consider the ele~entary example shown in Fig. 7. Only mass points 
!t4311 and !153H are free to move; due to symmetry about a vertical line through 
these mass points) the u and v displacements at a mass point are equal~ 
Hence there are only two unknmvn di.splacements in the problem., u 4.3 and u 53
0 
Using the material constants) dimensions, and loading shown in Figo 7, it is 
possible to write two simultaneous li.near algebraic equations (similar to 
Eq. (8)) for the elastic behavior of the system in terms of the two Unknowns, 
u43 and u53 · Solution of these tvlO equations yields 
10010 x 10-3 inches 
0252 x 10-3 inches 
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Converting these displacements to e.lastic stress components by means of 
EQs~ (7) and (4) gives 
a 
-·7857 ksi m -.2143 ksi !J !J 
x )C 
a 
-.0714 ksi m -.0714 ksi !J = !J Y Y 
'[ a = _ 0 2143 ksi ill - .0714 ksi '[ 
xy Ay 
These values will now be used to measure the progress of the relaxation 
procedure. 
Before beginning the systematic relaxation procedure, it is first 
necessary to convert external pressures to concentrated loads for application 
at the mass points and to determine the flexibility coefficients for each 
mass point. For example, if an external vertical pressure of 1 ksi is acting 
on the top surface of the model shm-rn in Fig. 7) the concentrated vertical 
force acting on mass point 1143tt , vlhich arises from this pressure acting over 
a distance of 1-../2 = 1/2 inch on either side of mass point 114311 , is 
where the thicYilless of the model is taken to be one inch. This vertical 
force is then resolved into components in the x and ydirections for app.lica-
ti.on at mass point It 43 11 : 
p 
x 
.707 kip 
p .707 kip y 
( (4) 
The flexibility coefficient for a mass point is obtained from a consi.deration 
of the effect of a unit force acting on the mass point. For example, a unit 
external force 'of one kip applied in the x direction at mass point 11431t is 
resisted by internal force components acting at stres s points If a 11 and lib. It 
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External Load 1 ki.p 
Fa ~ S b., ,., d· l -'- b Expressing anQ In ~erms 01 lsp~acemenvs y means of e~uations similar 
x xy 
to E~so (7) and noting that all displacement components except u 43 are held 
fixed gives. 
1 
-u 
E 1)1 43\ 0 \l-V \-~) (1+v)(1-2v) u 2 
-u 
E (43) 5 
2(l+v) 5 2 
Solving Eq. (76) for u 43 yields the flexibility coefficient in the x direction: 
4(1+V) (1-2v) 
(3-4v)E 
Because of the syw~etrical arrangement of the force components acting on mass 
h3 point H 4Y~; the flexibility coefficient in the y direction is equal to f ' : 
x 
f 43 
y 
,., 43 
I 
x 
4(1+V) (1~2v) 
(3-4v)E 
A similar derivation gives the flexibility coefficients for mass point lI53!!: 
f 53 
y 
.co 53 
J.. 
X 
2 ( 1 +v ) (1- 2v ) 
-r.3-4v)E 
,,-
I 
If E 2:-.:1 v :.ake on the values 1000 ksi and 0.25) respectively) as shown in 
Fig, ~. ~~e~ ~~ese flexibility coefficients become 
-" 
43 
.co 43 
.001250 inches/kip .... J.. 
): y 
(80) 
f 53 f 53 .000625 inches/kip 
x y 
With these values for the concentrated external loads and flexibility 
coefficients) it is possible to begin the relaxation procedure. The following 
step numbers make reference to the flow diagram of Fig. 6. 
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Step Operation 
1 Set u43 = \'43 = u53 = \'53 = 0. Also set force components 
0. 
2 Apply the increment of external load to mass point !i 43!! . 
P .707 kips 
x 
P .707 kips y 
3 Begin -v.rith rr3SS point !t 43 11 • 
4 No stress poirrt has yet yi.elded, since all stress components 
are initially = 0. Go to 5b. 
5b On the first cycle all force components are computed as 
zero, since no mass point has yet been moved. 
6 On the first cycle, only external forces are non-zero. 
Hence, 
IF P +.707 kips x x 
I>y p +.707 kips y 
43 ,\' 
7 Nevl u43 = old u 43 + fx ~ Fx) 
u43 = ° + .00125 (0707) = .884 x 10-
3 inches 
Similarly, 
-3 
v43 = ° + .00125 (.707) = .884 x 10 inches 
Note that these displacements of mass point !14311 destroy 
the equilibrium of mass point !153'1. 
8 The current mass point) tt43!t, is not the last mass point. 
Go to 9. 
9 Take mas s point tt 53tt • Got to 4. 
4 Again no stress point has yielded, since yielding can occur 
only after an equilibrium configuration has been reached. 
Go to 5b. 
Step, 
5b 
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Operation 
Force components at stress points nail and Itb!! are computed 
from Eqs, (7)) taking account of the evanescence of all 
Note displacement components except u43 = v43 ) u53 = v53 0 
that only those components acting on mass point Tt53" are 
computeci. 
S a y:y .. 
S b 
Ay 
[ 
v5~ u 43J £ 
_ (l-v) f! - V 5 2 E (l+V ) ( 1-2v ) 
(1+02~)(~-050) [(1-.25)(0) - 025(0000884)J ~ 
- .177 kips 
E [U~3 
2(1+v) u v
43J £ 
5 2 
-.177 kips 
1000 [ ] 1 (1+.25)(1-.50) _(1-.25)(0) - .25(0000884) 2 
- .177 kips 
E [_ U~3 + V~3J 5 
2 (l+v) 2 
1000 [ 
.000884 + oJ 1 - ~177 kips 2(1+.25) _- "2= 
Note that for the first cycle) mass point, "5311 has not yet 
been moved. Hence u 53 = v53 = 0 and all force components 
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Operation 
at IImll and tln" = 0 r From considerations of sym..rnetrj" ) it can 
also be concluded that 
p n F~ F 
Y x 
S 
a S b 
zy x:/ 
The equality of the shearing forces and the axial forces at a 
stress point on this first cycle is purely coincidental. 
6 Follo~vling the sign convention of Fig. 2 for positive 
forces) 
\F L x -S a _ Fb + S n + yn AS X xy X 
+ .177 + 0177 + 0 + 0 
Fa _ S b + Fn + S m 
y xy y xy 
= + .177 + .177 + 0 + 0 
43 (\' ' 7 NevI u 53 = old u 53 + fx ' L Fx) 
+ .354 kips 
u
53 
= 0 + .000625 (.354) = .221 x 10-3 inches 
Similarly) 
v53 = 0 + .000625 (.354) = .221 x 10-3 inches 
Note that these displacements of mass point Tl5311 destroy 
the eCluilibrium of mass point H43n • 
8 This is the last mass point and the end of the first cycle 
of relaxation. Go to 10. 
10 All mass points are not in eCluilibrium) since the displace-
ments u 53 and v53 under step 7 above destroyed the eCluilibrium 
of mass point It 43 11 • Hence there must be a second cycle of 
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relaxation) beginning at step 3. Note) however) that in only 
one cycle of relaxation the displacement components have 
attained nearly 90 percent of their final values. 
The operations listed above demonstrate the procedure for elastic 
behavior. Suppose that a sufficient nQmber of relaxation cycles has been 
performed to bring both mass points to within an acceptable error in the 
e\luilibriQ1Tl ec;.uations. The following discussion indicates how the yield 
criterion is applied (step 11 of Fig. 6) and how the force components at a 
yielded stress point (step 5a of Fig. 6) are computed. 
To illustrate the application of the yield criterion) aSSlli~e that 
the yield stress in simple tension for the material is 35 ksi. Then the yield 
stress in simple shear is 
(j . Id 2 (Yle ) 
\ 2 ' 
3,- 2 ( ~) 306 
Applying the yield criterion) E\l, (41)) to stress point fran gives 
2 (-.7856 + 00( 14) 
2 
0.174 - 306 < 0 
and to stress point gi.ves 
2 (-.214 +.0(1) 
. 2 
2 
+ (-.071) 
0.010 - 306 < 0 
- 306 < 0 
(81) 
(82) 
Obviously both stress points are far from yield at an external pressure of 
only 1 ksio Indeed) first yielding will take place at stress point !la" at 
an external vertical pressure of 
I 306 1 ksi 
.174 
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42 ksi 
Note that this value of external stress is considerably greater than the 
yield stress in simple te~sion or compression of 35 ksi assUITled for the 
( 84) 
ma terial. This is characteristic of failure or yielding in t-VTO dimens io~al 
stress systems, and will be evident again in the numerical problems presented 
in Chapter V. 
Until the load level has reached 42 ksi, all stresses and displace-
ments increase linearly. \~~en this elastic limit has been reached, the corre-
sponding displacements and stresses are 42 times those of Eqs. (71) and (72)~ 
u
43 v 1 ~ 4.242 x 
10-2 inches 
4) 
u
53 v53 = 1.058 
x 10-2 inches 
a 
-33·00 ksi m -9·00 ksi IT (J 
x x 
a 
-3,00 ksi m 
-3·00 ksi (85) IT (J y y 
a 
-9,00 ksi m -3000 ksi 'r 'r 
xy xy 
These values are recorded, and are used to determine the total displacements 
and stresses for the first load increment above the 42 ksi load level. 
Suppose now that the load level is increased to five percent above 
this elastic limit, i.e., to 1.05 (42) = 44.1 ksi,. As a first approximation 
to the final displacements at this new load level, the displacements of 
Eqs. (85) are also increased by five percent. 
4.454 x 10-2 inches 
(86) 
u 53 = v53 = 1.111 x 10-
2 inches 
Note that two sets of displacements are available~ the last set of equilibriQm 
displacements, Eqs. (85), and the current set of displacements) Eqs. (86) 
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(which in general are not comp2-tible vlith the condition of equilibrium). These 
two sets of displacements 2-re necessary in order to compute the incremental 
plastic stress components 2-ccording to the discussion in section 3.6. 
In order to compute the incremental plastic stress components, it 
is necessary to compute fiYst the strains at the stress point Ila!!, for both 
levels of external load, by Eqs 0 (~1): 
For load level = 42 ksi: 
a 
E 
X 
004242 
1.414 -.03000 
a 
E 
Y 
.01058 
10414 +.00749 
a ; 
xy 
-002252 
.010S8 - .04242 
1.414 
For load level = 4402 ksi: 
a 
E 
X 
a 
E 
Y 
.04454 
1.414 
.01111 
1.414 
~ .. 03150 
+.00786 
.01111-.04454 
1.414 
The incremental strains in Eqso (67), (68), and (69) are obtained by 
subtracting Eqs. (87) from Eqs. (88) ~ 
6E -.03150 +003000 
-00015° 
x 
6E .00786 -,00749 +uOO037 y 
6; 
-.02364 +.02252 -000112 
xy 
(88) 
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Before computi.ng 60 ) 60 . and 6'[ ) it is convenient to compute the numerical 
x y' xy 
values for G and K: 
G 
E 1000 K - --- - ~ - 667 
- 3(1-2v) - 3(1-·50) -
Note that instantaneous values of the stress components are required in 
Eqs. (67)) (68)) and (69) in order to compute the incremental stress com-
ponents. For small increments in the external loading) the instantaneous 
stresses are very nearly equal to the stresses at the last equilioriQm 
configuration) Eqs. (85). 
Suostitution of Eqs. (85)) (89)) and (90) into Eqs. (67)) (68)) 
and (69 ) gives the following ~ 
60
a (-.00150) [4(400);3(667) _ 400 I - 33+ 3) 2J 
x 306 \ 2 
+ ( .00037) [-2(400)+3(667) , 400 1-33+3)2J _ . 3 T 306 \ 2 
+ (_ 00112) [-400(-9) \ . _ .306 C3~+3) J 
~ .90 ksi 
60a (-.00150) [-2(400);3(667) 400 C 33+3) 2J y + 306 2 
+ (.00037) [4(400);3(667) _ 400 (-33+3) 2J 306 \ 2 
(91) 
+ (-.00112) [~ (-9)(-32+3)J 
_30 .. 2 
-. 
-.90 ksi 
1:::.7 a 
xy ( . I -400.. ':' - 3 3+ 3 ) J ~ .00150) 1-- ; -9)' _ 306 ' . ! '. 2 . 
( 0"03-\ [ 40Q (_0\1/.:.33+3 )J + i,a U (,J 6 ; 
. _ 30 \./,,, 2 
[ 
. (_9)2 l 
+ (, - .00112") _400 (1 - . .. ) 
. '. 306 . J 
o 
Two important o"bserva tions can be made irrmedia tely from inspection 
of Eqs. (91). First) the stress components at the yielded stress point ",all 
are not increasing linearly. Second) the stresses at the yielded stress 
point "at! are increasing in such a fashion that the yield condition) Eq. (41)) 
remains satisfied. This is a consequence of the fact that the yield condition 
is used to eliminate the factor of proportionality ~ in the Prandtl-Reuss 
plastic stress-strain relations) Eqsu (44). 
To obtain a first approximation to the stresses and forces at 
stress point ttall at the load level 44.1 ksi) it is necessary to add the 
incremental stresses) Eqs. (91)) to the last set of stresses) Eqs. (85)~ 
a 
-.90-33.00 -33 0 90 ksi yc a 5 -23·95 kips (J (J 2 x x x 
a 
-·90- 3<00 3·90 ksi Fa 
a 5 2.76 kips (92) (J (Jy 2 Y Y 
a 0 9·00 9000 ksi S a a 5 - 6.36 kips '1 - - '1 A'J xy xy 2 
Eqs. (93) correspond to step 5a in Figo 6) wherein the forces acting 
at a yielded stress point are computed. Once these I'plasticll forces are knm·Tn) 
the relaxation technique proceeds in the same manner as before. For example) 
summing forces acting on mass point 1143" gives the result 
IFx a b +31020-23 0 95-6.36 +0.89 P +F +8 kin x x xy (93) IFy P +Fb +8 a +31.20-23·95-6·36 +0.89 kip y y xy 
Hence the second approximation to the displacement of mass point t!43!l is 
obtained by adding E~s. (86) to the incremental displacements resulting 
from the unbalanced forces of Eqso (93) ~ 
.0445 + .00125(.89) 00456 inch 
(94) 
v4~ = .0445 + .00125·\~.89) 
') . ,0456 inch 
where .00125 is the flexibility coeffici~nt" E~o (77)" for mass point "h3!l" 
Accordingly" one observes that the displacements) as 'dell as the stresses) 
are no longer linear fQDctions of the external load after plastic yielding 
has begun. 
V. THE NUlvlERICAL PROBLEMS 
5.1 Proble~ l~ A Comparison of Theoretical and Model Solutions 
Problem 1) shOl·nl diagrammatically in Fig. 8) is presented in order 
to demonstrate the measure of accuracy obtainable with the model used in 
this investigation. The theoretical solution is obtained from that given by 
Timoshenko (21) for a single concentrated load acting vertically on the sur-
face of a half-spaceu To ootain the approximate theoretical solution for 
the linearly distributed vertical pressure shown in Fig. 8) the effects of 
seven concentrated loads, located symmetrically with respect to the vertical 
center line; are superposed. 
As an approximation to the semi-infinite half-space of the theo-
retical solution, the following boundary conditions are used for the model. 
The left boundary is assumed to have a zero horizontal displacement and a 
vertical displacement equal to that of the material spaced a hori.zontal 
distance ~ from the left boundary. The lower boundary is assumed to be 
completely fixedo The boundary on the right is established as a line of 
symmetry. These boundary conditions are indicated graphically in Fig. 8. 
It should be recognized that these boundary conditions on the left edge and 
at the base of the model only approximate the true boundary conditions in 
the half-space. Accordingly, exact agreement betvleen the theoretical and 
model solutions cannot be expected, especially in the regions near the 
boundaries 0 
The oasic solution obtained from the model is a set of displace-· 
ments and stresses in the x and y directions oriented as shown in Fig. 1. 
For presentation, hOvlever, all displacements and stresses are resolved into 
horizontal and vertical components. Figures 9, 10, and 11 give these 
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displacement and stress components for Prcblecn 10 The displacement components 
i-lithin a square refer to the displacements of the mass point located at the 
upper left corner of the squ.areo The stress components refer to the stresses 
at the stress point located in the center of the square 0 
To facilitate co~parison of theoretical and model solutions, plots 
of the vertical stresses and displacements at various depths in the half-
space are given in Figs. 12 and 13, and a plot of vertical deflections at 
the center line is given in Figo 14. Note the very good agreement of the 
ti-10 sO.lutions for vertical stresses i.n Fig 0 120 Only near the lower boundary 
is there any observable difference beti-leen model and. theory; this di.fference 
most likely arises from the different boundary conditions along the lOi-ler 
boundary for the two solutions 0 The pattern of vertical displacements 
(Fig 0 13) appears quite reasonable, and the comparison of these deflecti.ons 
at the center line vlith the corresponding theoreti.cal solution (Fig 0 14) 
shOi-lS a good agreement in the pattern of the deflections., with only minor 
dis crepancies in the magnitudes of the deflections 0 Again, this di.fference 
in the magnitudes of the deflecti.ons obtai.ned from the model and from the 
theory of elasticity is attributed to the differences in the bou.ndary condi-
tions for the two solutions, particularly the condi.ti.on along the lower 
boundaryu 
5.2 Prob.lem 2 ~ Notched Bar Und.er Tension 
As an example of a type of problem in contained plastic flow which 
can be solved using a discrete model and a systematic relaxation procedure, 
a bar with a long rectangular notch, or slit; is shown in Fig. 150 In the 
finite model, the notch actually has a i-li.dth of A, though for practical 
purposes the notch may be thought of as having infinitesimal width 0 A 
uniform tension is applied at the upper edge of the oar) the left edge of 
the bar being free of external stress 0 The oar is assu.rn.ed s;)lll1metrical 
about a vertical axi.s through its center and sY!ILrnetrJ.cal about a horizontal 
axis through the notch" Hence the bou.ndary condi.tions) on the right aEd 
lower edges of the bar are those of zero shear on the boundaries and zero 
displacement perpendicular to the boundari.es 0 
As mentioned earlier J the basic soluti.cn obtai.ned from the :model 
is a set of displacement and stress componentse However) once successive 
sets of displacements are Yl-Ylown.~ the stresses can oe computed 0 Fu.rther) it 
has been observed that the general pattern of stresses does not vary appreci-
ably as the level of external loading is increased, even though porti.ons of 
the rna teri.al may be undergoing plastic flovlo Accordingly) only the bas ic 
solutions :1.n terms of displacement components (Fi.gs 0 16-19) are given for 
each load level above the load level which initiates plastic yieldingc For 
this elasti.c linli.t load level (a el)" a complete set of stress components 
is given in Figs 0 20 and 21) and. plots of the verti.cal stresses and vertical 
displacements for various depths at this lead level are given i.n Fi.gs 0 22 
and 230 
In the discussion of problems in contained plastic flo-:vl.~ a very 
useful concept i.s that of an !!equivalent shear stressli.~ d.efined as follm'ls ~ 
Equivalent Shear Stress = VJ'2 J" (] ~a 2 := (,~) + l' 2 , 2' xy (9.5 ) 
Note that this is actually the largest shear stress existing on any plane 
passing through a given point at which cr ~cr ) and. T are defined" If thi.s 
x' y. xy 
equivalent shear stress is divided by the yield stress in simple shear) k J 
the ratio represents the percentage of the yi.eld capacity of the state of 
stres sat a given point 0 Figures 24) 2.5) and 26 present values of the 
... h8~· 
e~ui.valent shear stress., expressed as 8. percentage of i.ts maximum value k, 
for three levels of external load: o el" 1"460 l' and 1·580 1" e . e 
It is of some interest to trace the development of the yielded 
region as the level of external load increases. The first stress point to 
yield is the one at the very end of the notch (Fig. 24). It is of signifi-
cance (Fig 0 20 or 22) that the vertical stress component at thi.s stress 
point when yielding begins is 47.4 ksi -- considerably greater than the 
assumed yield limit of 35 l~si in simple tensi.on or compressi.ono As mentioned 
previously., this is characteristic of yielding in two·~dimensional stress 
systerns; the yield condition depends upon a. combination of the stress 
components rather than on the value of any single component 0 
To be strictly correct, the external load increments after this 
first stress point has yi.elded should be applied in very small i.ncrements. 
Initial investigations i.ndicate, however, that the displacements and stresses 
are very nearly linear oet""ieen yielding of two success i ve stres s pOints, 
particularly if the yielded region is of small extent 0 Hence the next two 
stres s points were yielded by rela ti vely large increments of external load 0 
At an external load level of lo220
el, the second stress point, 
immediately above the first yielded stress point, begins to yield. As the 
load is increased to 1.460 l' a third stress point yields (Fig. 25). Note e . 
that the yielding is not tak:i.ng place a10ng a horizontal line at the waist 
of the specimen, as one might a.t first be led to expect, but is progressing 
vertically upward and to the right. The material has now been highly enough 
stressed so that on1y a small increase i.n external load is necessary to 
propagate the yielded region completely across the bar (Figo 26)0 In problems 
of this type which involve local concentrations of stress, the specimen can 
actually withstand a considerably greater external stress than that causing 
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i.nitial local yieldingo Figure 27 sLL'11lnarizes the progression of plastic 
yielding at several levels of external load, 
This pattern of plastic yielding ShOi'IS remarkably good agreement 
vlith results presented by Jacobs (11): who used a modified stress function 
approach and a relaxation technique developed by Allen and Southwell (1), 
As Allen and Southvlell (1) have remarked) this type of plastic yielding may 
indicate the wechanical behavior behind the type of fracture cOfi~only k~own 
as II cup and coneH " The first stages of failure may involve slipping along 
planes at roughly 45 degrees to the verticalo Eventually the tensile stress 
across the elastic portion of the waist of the specimen becomes great enough 
to cause a breakdown in cohesion) resulting in a horizontal tensile fracture 
across the reduced waist of the specimen, 
Figure 28 i.llustrates graphically that displacements are no longer 
linea.r functions of the applied loading after plastic yielding has begun 0 
Ii 
Load deflection curves are given for mass points located at lIa l1 ) IIb ll ) and 
lICI! of Fig, 15. Mass poi.nt !tat! is i.mmediatelY,above the end of the notch; 
mass poir:.ts II01! and 11 ell are at a horizontal distance r../2 from the vertical 
center ~~~e a~d at vertical distances 5~1/2 r.. and 2-1/2 r.. from the horizontal 
center ~~~~: respectively 0 Note that the load deflection curves differ, 
depend~:--b ~~e location of the mass point) and that the load deflection 
curve ~:-_e :-:'".9.terial within the elasti.c core at the center of the specimen 
(mass POl:--l~ If C li ) remains nearly elastic 0 
5.3 Problem 3 ~ A Partially Loaded Half-.spa.ce 
As a second example of a problem i.n contained plastic flow) the 
problem of a partially loaded half-space is shown in Fig. 29. Such a problem 
might represent the effect of a footing on soil., or a machine part bearing 
against another part of much larger dimensions 0 
-~-so .. -
The ooundary co~ditions for the proolem are the same as those for 
Proo.1em 1) and the elastic sob1tions~ Figs c- 30 and 34 through 37.9 is quite 
sirr~ilar to the elastic sol'J.tion of Problem 1. Preliminary investigation of 
plastic yi.elding under the triangular loading of Proolem 1 indicates quite 
different yi.eld patterns for the t-vlO proo.1ems J hmvever 0 It might be mentioned 
at this point that the loading pattern shovln i.n Fig. 29 purposely introduces 
the linearly varying stress distrioLJ.ti.o2J. at the left edge of the loading 
pattern. This type of external stress distributi.on reduces significantly 
the oscillation in displacements and stresses which occurs in the model solu~ 
tion i.f the external stress distri.oution drops aoruptlyfrom a finite value 
to zero. 
The concept of an equivalent shear stress is again used as a 
measure of the closeness to yield. Figure 38 shows values of this e~uivalent 
shear stress as a percentage of i.ts maximum value k for the elastic load 
limit (a el) ~which initiates plastic yielding. In marked contrast to the 
large increments of external load demanded oy Proolem 2 in order to yield a 
second and third stress point) it was found that only a small increase of 
tvlO percent of the elastic limit load was required to initiate yielding at 
several other stress pointsu An increase of six percent (Figo 39) in the 
external loading.a l extended the yielded zone over a circular arc which 
e_ 
almost intersected the surface of the half-·-space c, Fi.gures 30-:33 give the 
Dasic solutions in terms of di.splacements for each load level) and Figo 4.1 
summarizes the progression of plastic yielding at these load levels 0 This 
pattern of plastic yielding under a partial load agrees very wel~l with the 
trajectories of maximum shear under a footi.ng gi.ven oy J'urgenson (12) 0 
Note again (Fig. 36) that there are regions within the material 
where a single component of stress (vertical stress immediately oeneath the 
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load) for example) can have a value considerably greater than the yield stress 
of 35 ksi in simple tension or compression. 
The non-liDes.r relati,oD of load and displacern.ent at specific points 
within the material is also evident in this problem. The load~deflection 
curves for the thre e mas s points II a II) ab Ii) and 11 c \I of Fig 0 29 are shown in 
Fig. 4lo All three ms.ss points are on the vertical center line; ila ll is at 
the sur fa ce., and lib tl II 1\ C are at depths of 5;\ and 8;\ belm'l the surface 0 
The surface mass Poi!lt) Hall) departs greatly from the linear behavior., since 
it feels the cumulative displacements of all the material beneathc Iv:Iass 
point Hb lf is located v:i thin the yielded zone and also ShO'1'lS a non-linear 
behavior. Mas.s point !tCIl is beneath the yielded zone and exhibits even less 
than linear deflections. Thi.s seems to indicate that the increments in 
external load are not being transmi.tted directly through the yielded zone; 
but rather are being carried around this zone by a redistribution of the 
stresseso 
1FT. SillvIMARY J\ND CONCLUSION 
The object of the thesis is the development of a nQ~erical pro-
cedure for the solutio::;. of problems in contained plastic flovl of plane 
continua 0 To accomplish this) a discrete model is introduced to replace 
the physical continuum. The e~uations governing the behavior of the model 
are shm·,rn to be identical -v,rith a set of finite difference equations for the 
differential e~uations governing the plane continuum. 
The Mises-Hencky yield clriterion and the Prandtl-Reuss stress-
strain relations for plastic straining are given, and a finite form of these 
relations is developed for application to the model. A systematic relaxation 
technique for the computation of displacements and stresses within the model 
is developed. The relaxation technique applies to both elastic and plastic 
behavior) and is vlell adapted for use on large, high-speed computers. 
Three nQ~erical example problems are solved by means of the 
relaxation procedure. The first example indicates the measure of accuracy 
obtainable using the model. .The last two examples illustrate the application 
of the procedure to problems of plastic straining. 
Results of the example problems indicate that the numerical pro~, 
cedure developed herein can be used successfully for the solution of a 
vlide range of interesting and practical problems in contained plastic flow. 
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FIG. 31 HGRIZON~~ P0TD VERTICAL DISPh~CEMENTS 
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FIG. 37 VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS DEPTHS 
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